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Health sociology recognises that health is holistic, as do Indigenous people. We are pleased to announce ‘Yuwinbir’, a Special Issue of Health Sociology Review on Indigenous and sociological knowledges: Meeting points for health equity.

Yuwinbir means ‘this way’ in the language of Wiradjuri peoples, from central NSW, Australia.

Health Sociology Review seeks articles from Indigenous authors and their colleagues internationally, with the aim of identifying and guiding meeting points between Indigenous knowledges and sociological approaches to understanding health equity.

We seek articles that consider health equity for Indigenous communities rather than individual health issues.

Contributions are welcome on topics including social determinants of health and wellbeing, power and empowerment, racism, diversity across age, ability, gender, sexuality, identity and location, cultural safety, decolonising methodologies, sociologically informed program evaluations and theoretical developments.

This Special Issue is proudly in partnership with:

Centre for Research Excellence – Strengthening Systems for Indigenous Health Equity
National Centre for Cultural Competence at the University of Sydney.

Guest editor:
Associate Professor Megan Williams, Wiradjuri, Research Lead and Assistant Director, National Centre for Cultural Competence and Member, Sydney Institute of Criminology, University of Sydney

Health Sociology Review is an international peer-reviewed journal with a 2019 impact factor of 1.9. This Special Issue will be produced with support of an Indigenous editorial committee and HSR Co-Editors Professor Karen Willis and Associate Professor Sarah MacLean.

Submit an Abstract and brief Expression of Interest by 13 November 2020
Articles due by August 31, 2021

This Special issue will be published in early 2022. Information and support are available on writing an EOI, abstract and article for Health Sociology Review. Contact Megan.Williams@sydney.edu.au and +61 400 073 358, and see EOI form and guide for abstracts and articles over the page.
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Submit an abstract and Expression of Interest by 13 November 2020

Mandaang guwu thank you for considering this Health Sociology Review Special Issue. We welcome research-based papers and those that develop theory and methods, from Indigenous authors worldwide and colleagues. In addition to details on our Call for Papers flyer, further information is provided below.

Abstract guidelines:
• 200 words
• Problem statement: What issue is your paper addressing?
• Describe how Indigenous people have shaped your work?
• What is your standpoint, methodology and research design?
• Provide a brief insight into your findings and/or theories
• Suggest implications of your research for sociology.

Expression of Interest, briefly outlining in up to a page:
• How does your proposed paper speak to both Indigenous and sociological knowledges about health equity?
• Why do you want to publish in Health Sociology Review?
• Which Indigenous peoples’ organisation or research ethics committee/s approved the research, if applicable?
• Which authors identify as Indigenous people?

Please submit both your abstract and EOI to Megan.Williams@sydney.edu.au.

If you are invited to submit an article based on your abstract, the article will go through a peer review process, including by Indigenous reviewers supported by an Indigenous-led editorial committee.

Article guidelines:
• Length 7500 in total, including references
• See Instructions for Authors which explains other details for submitting your manuscript: https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?show=instructions&journalCode=rhsr20

Timeframe
Abstracts due: 13 November 2020
Article due: 31 August 2021
Publication date: Early 2022

Information and support are available on writing an EOI, abstract and article for Health Sociology Review.

Please contact Associate Professor Megan Williams of the Wiradjuri nation, and the National Centre for Cultural Competence and Sydney Institute of Criminology, University of Sydney.

Megan.Williams@sydney.edu.au and +61 400 073 358

Please share this information widely among Indigenous colleagues and collaborators.